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Cost effective, stubble
retention practices
By Andrew Green1 and Ed Blanchard1, Agricultural Engineers, Farm Machinery Unit
Dryland Research Institute, Merredin
To increase the rate of adoption of stubble retention farming systems the Grains Research and
Development Corporation is funding a three-year project with the Farm Machinery Unit to develop low
cost, stubble handling systems from harvest to seeding.

^
The project has two major aims:
Photo 1. A harvester with
a Straw Storm® being• Establish the performance and costs of
tested for its straw harvester attachments to chop or cut straw
spreading abilities. and spread chaff
• Increase the rate of adoption of stubble
retention farming systems by using farms with
cost effective stubble retention systems as
models.
Stubble handling modifications
Straw choppers and spreaders
Nine harvesters with and without straw choppers and spreaders have been assessed for
straw spreading ability. Preliminary results
show both the choppers and spreaders distributed the straw evenly in still conditions, but
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distribution was uneven in gusty winds. More
detailed information will follow when a full
analysis has been done.
Second cutter bar
For the past two years engineers at the Farm
Machinery Unit have been developing the
second cutter bar as an alternative stubble
handling method at harvest.
This facility allows the harvester to head the
crop and the second cutter bar cuts the remaining stubble in half. This creates a more manageable length of stubble while minimizing the
amount of straw passing through the harvester.

Photo 2 FAR LEFT:
Andrew Green with the
current second cutter bar
under test mounted on a
Massey Ferguson 857
harvester

Photo 3. Second cutter bar
in action on a Massey
Ferguson 857 harvester.
Other methods
Other methods of handling stubble at harvest
have been observed but not assessed in detail.
These alternatives are Corrigin farmer Eddie
Abe's chaff collection trailer and Pingrup
farmer John Hick's hydraulic straw catcher.
Stubble retention demonstration trials
One of the major recommendations from the
stubble workshop held in Geraldton in 1991
was to carry out farm scale demonstrations of
systems and machinery. These demonstration/
trials are now on 11 sites throughout the
wheatbelt (see Table).
Equipment from farmers or Department of
Agriculture research stations was used to
harvest the cereal crop in 1991 and carry out
any post harvest treatments, if required.
Field days will be held on or before seeding at
each site in 1992. For more information about
the field day in your area contact your local
Department of Agriculture district office. •

Photo 4. Ed Blanchard with Eddie Abe's chaff collection trailer.

Locations of demonstration trials
Name

Where

Department of Agriculture
Advisory district
Contact person

Tim Pannell
Tony Critch
Eragulla Plains
Max Hebiton & Co.
Adrian Brennan
Merredin Research
Station
Carrabin Research
Station
Martin Lundy
Russel & Ken Grylls
Grant Davidson
Gt Southern Agric.
Research Institute

Yuna
West Mullewa
Mingenew
Three Springs
Calingiri
Merredin

Geraldton
Geraldton
Geraldton
Three Springs
Moora
Merredin

Caroline Peek
Caroline Peek
Rob Delane
Chris Wilkins
Sue Bestow
Andrew Green

South Carrabin

Merredin

Andrew Green

North Cunderdin
Bulyee
Wagin
Katanning

Northam
Narrogin
Narrogin
Katanning

Matthew Smith
Mike Elliot
Mike Elliot
Steve Tunbridge
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